
Relatively constant demand for
surgical and non-surgical implements

– sickness and poor health are dark
threads in life’s rich tapestry – makes the
medical sector an attractive market. Also,
the increased focus on hygiene and the
containment of infection means that
many medical devices are now ‘single
use’ only.

A finger on the sector’s pulse
therefore indicates that the
manufacturing outlook will be healthy
for the foreseeable future. Would-be
suppliers, however, will find getting a
slice of that tasty medical pie is not for
the faint-hearted. Market entrance is
typically reserved for progressive
businesses with a strong investment
ethos and a demonstrable ability to
project manage the efficient and cost-
effective production of complex, high
quality components.

IMPLANT MAKER
Take Sheffield-based Eurocut, for
example. The company, a subsidiary of
the AIM-listed The Medical House
(TMH), has just invested in two Mikron
UCP 600 Vario ProdMed machining
centres.

Eurocut was established in 1988 and
today employs around 80 people. The
company specialises in the design,
development and manufacture of

complex instruments and complete
systems for major orthopaedic

implant companies
worldwide – a

business stream that accounts for
approximately 80 per cent of turnover.

Its orthopaedic instrument operation
places high demands on its technical and
management expertise. Components are
manufactured from difficult to machine
materials such as stainless steel,
titanium, inconel and other exotics; they
are characterised by their intricate forms,
profiles and detail; and they are typically
required in low-to-medium volumes
(sometimes one-offs). Part accuracy and
surface finish requirements are stringent
and lead-times are short.

Eurocut’s  response to demands like
these was to invest in the two Mikron
UCP 600 5-axis machines. These have
helped the company reduce the number
of set-ups and the related time by more
than 50 per cent. Integrated automation
(30-position ATC and 7-pallet APC)
enables the machines to run unattended.
However, to ensure that productivity
gains are maximised and to avoid
problems such as workpiece and/or
cutting tool damage due to poor chip
evacuation and part contamination, the
machines are equipped with
sophisticated swarf management and
chip removal systems. 

“We invest heavily in advanced
machine tool technology and, to improve
our productivity and performance, we
knew we needed 5-axis milling capability
sooner rather than later,” says Ian
Townsend, chairman of TMH.
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Fit for the health market
The UK’s medical device and instrument sector is attracting an increasing number of manufacturers.

What factors determine whether a company can attract its rewards? Steed Webzell investigates
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“We visited Mikron’s facility in Nidau,
Switzerland, as part of the selection
process and we liked the look of the UCP
600 Vario machines straight away. There
is a definite ‘match’ between our
manufacturing requirements and the
way we operate, and the machine’s
specification and capability. That’s why
we ordered two.”

LEGISLATION DRIVER
If there are drawbacks to manufacturing
in the medical sector, without doubt one
is the amount of legislation and
regulatory directives that govern quality

and conformance to industry standards
– sometimes these can drive investment
decisions. For instance, Redditch-based
toolmaker Lasercomb Dies recently
invested in two HSC500 high speed
machining centres from Hardinge-
Bridgeport. This partly driven by demand
from its customer base following a new
EU Directive (2004/27/CE) affecting
Braille packaging and the labelling of
medicinal/pharmaceutical products.

In brief, this directive concerns
applying specific Braille information on
the secondary packaging of
pharmaceutical products (name of
product, strength, dosage, etc). New
regulations not only demand

compliance, they can also affect the
ability of pharmaceutical companies to
get their products to market quickly and
to satisfy huge consumer demand in
what, in effect, is an FMCG business.

As a key partner in the
pharmaceutical packaging supply chain,
Lasercomb Dies needed the two HSC
500s to achieve the tight lead-times (2-3
days) for dies demanded by its
customers. To further control costs, the
Braille embossing operation is
performed in-cycle – added at the same
time as the carton package blanks are cut
and creased.

The embossing dies (male) are made
from brass and the HSC 500s, using
small diameter tools, machine the
specific Braille dot profiles to create

individual dies – supplied as brass strips.
Depending on customer requirements,
any number of original and identical dies
(strips) can be manufactured
simultaneously from the same solid
brass plate.

The HSC 500s have a rigid cast iron
portal construction and are equipped
with high speed, heavy duty 40,000 rpm
spindles featuring ceramic bearings that
generate less heat than conventional
bearings. These, plus thermally-
controlled refrigerated cooling jackets,
help reduce thermal distortion and
improve part accuracy and repeatability
even during long and unattended
machining operations.

The machines’ linear guides, fast
acceleration/deceleration (0.85 g), 
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Emerald Isle’s medical strength

Why does Ireland have such a high proliferation of companies with an interest in
the medical engineering/manufacturing sector? The answer comes from a
combination of high university “spin-out” levels, specialist medical schools and
both Government and EU incentives.

Such a luxuriant green pasture for medical companies means the demand for
products and tooling from these businesses is increasing constantly, which is
why Caragh Tool and Die has invested in a fifth Hurco machining centre with 
5-axis capability. Off-line programming has also been installed to simulate the
proprietary Ultimax twin-screen control system fitted to all of the machines.

Founded in 1982, Caragh now employs 80 people at its Galway facility. In 1998,
a separate division, Caragh Meditech, was formed to meet the highly specialised
demands of the expanding medical device sector. Now accounting for 45 per cent

of turnover, products include parts for ventilators, drug delivery
systems, dental apparatus, ophthalmic and orthopedic surgical
instruments, manufacturing tooling for various medical
products, and implant devices such as stents.

The latest machining centre, supplied through Hurco
Europe’s sales agent in Ireland, Michael Gannon, is a VMX30S
5-axis model (including a twin rotary-axis table), a15,000 rpm
spindle and 24-station toolchanger. Its normal mode of
operation is with two linear axes and one rotary axis
interpolated while the other two are fixed.

It lends itself to easy shopfloor programming and is suitable
for both experienced and less experienced operators,
according to Caragh’s engineering manager, Pat Ryan. “G-code
programming may be better for high volume work or where the
part contains complex surfaces, but for prototypes and short
runs, conversational programming on the Ultimax is much

quicker and more flexible for the majority of jobs,” he explains.
Left: Lasercomb Dies’ two Hardinge HSC
500s achieve the 2-3 days lead-times
demanded. Above: Caragh Tool and Die
has installed its fifth Hurco machining
centre; it has 5-axis capability
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15 m/min feeds and fast toolchangers all
help to increase work throughput and
reduce part cycle times.

The complex nature of machined
parts for the medical sector means that
few can compete without the ability to
undertake operations in a single set-up.
This is precisely why Crediton-based
Rotamic Engineering has recently
invested in a new Nakamura-Tome 100
twin spindle, twin turret turning centre
from Turning Technologies, with a
second machine on order.

SHORTER PRODUCTION TIME
Rotamic specialises in complex precise
turned parts for customers in industries
that include medical equipment and
precision scientific instruments. It also
manufactures its own medical products
– pin index yokes and gas probes for
hospital gases – and is equally at home
working in stainless steels, titanium,
magnesium, nimonics or plastic. 

As Rotamic’s owner and managing

director Mark Curtis
explains: “We tend to get

the unusual and difficult parts
that other people shy away from. That’s
fine by me, I like a challenge. We do a lot
of prototyping – which can be anything
from one-offs to five or 10 off – and a
good batch size for us is 30 to 100. 

“Before we bought the WT 100 we
were using single spindle, single turret
lathes – only one of which had a c-axis. I
knew we needed to invest in something
that would allow us to shorten the whole
cycle from buying the material to
invoicing the customer.

“We wanted this type of machine
because of the complexity of parts that
can potentially come off finished,
including milling and drilling,” he
continues. 

With the twin spindle, twin turret
set-up it is often possible to cut the
actual machining time by balancing the
operations between the two spindles,
but this is just one aspect of the cycle
time reductions that are possible.

“The machining time could actually
be longer than if it had gone on one
lathe, a second lathe, one mill, a second
mill,” he says, “but the production time is
a lot shorter because there is only one

set-up, no handling or waiting time, and
the part comes off finished and
deburred. You are cutting out all the
manual operations.”

He says that on the Nakamura a
batch can be finished in a day rather than
the week or two it would take if it had
had to be machined sequentially. 

Wholly sub-contract-only companies
can also prosper from medical contract
awards if the investment levels are right.
A case in point is Ely-based Paragon
Precision Engineering which recently
acquired a Deco 20 multi-axis sliding-
head automatic lathe from Tornos.

ONE-HIT REMEDY
“On our existing CNC lathes certain
turned components would take two
operations initially plus a further one or
two operations to complete drilling and
tapping cycles,” explains Paragon’s
managing director, John Kent. “Now,
using the Deco 20, we can complete
parts with turned features on both ends
(and with high prismatic machining
content) in a single set-up. In my
estimation we have cut cycle times by an
average of 40 per cent.”

The Tornos machine now plays a
pivotal role in the continued success of
the company, insists Mr Kent, who as he
spoke, said the Tornos was busy
producing a batch of 350 complex
mushroom-shaped medical components
for an established customer. Each part is
finished complete in a total cycle time of
90 seconds.

Producing parts from a range of
materials that include 303 and 316
stainless steel, the Tornos Deco 20 holds
tight tolerances. Mr Kent says the
machine can hold 0.006 mm
comfortably, even over long lengths.

“Accuracy and reliability are
everything to a growing company,” he
adds. “In the past 12 months we have
been very busy and there is little doubt in
my mind that the Deco 20 has increased
turnover and helped introduce more
revenue into the company.”■■

� www.machinery.co.uk/turning
www.machinery.co.uk/machiningcentres
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Eurocut’s two Mikron UCP 600 5-axis
machines have helped the company
reduce the number of set-ups and the
related time by more than 50 per cent, and
they run unmanned, too
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